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ABSTRACT 
 

Existing object oriented programming language provides 
negligible support to relationships between objects. It is 
maintained by the programmer through logical set of instructions. 
Because of programmer level implementation hard coded 
participation of classes come into existence, which ultimately 
cause the tangled code in the  program; tangled code do not permit 
the reusability of classes. In this paper we suggest a way by which 
relationships can be implemented as independent aspects and 
hence can be kept separate from their participating classes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 In this world each element 
is dependent on any other element to fulfill 
some purpose. For the programming 
elements like objects same situation arises 
that they are also dependent on some other 
objects e.g. the subparts of a window 
displayed on screen , software which can 
operate a particular machine only etc. 
Because of this relationships are equally 
important as that of objects and classes in 
object-oriented analysis and design. Class 
and object model in object oriented 
methodology also include the relationship 
and associations between objects and classes 
along-with their attributes e.g the MDI 

forms includes all the child forms in. if user 
close the parent form all of its child form get 
closed automatically. 

 

 Most of the object oriented 
languages provides a very little support for 
these relationship among objects, from 
design into implementation. Their is an 
exception in this context i,e inheritance, it is 
the implementation in which one class has 
relationship with another class and is 
supported by the languages. Inheritance is 
supported by OOL and is one of the defining 
features of OO paradigm7. A number of 
other relationships like window and button, 
customer and bank, transaction and accounts 
– do not support this kind of direct 
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relationship in it. These type of relationships 
are maintained and implemented only 
through hard coding, which is the sole 
responsibility of programmer. 
 In this paper we suggest the way to 
tackle these problems by modeling 
relationship as separate, cross cutting 
concern. We build separate relationship as 
aspect in which definition of relationship, 
attribute of relationship and code for 
implementation are enclosed and this all is 
separated from the involved class 
boundaries. By doing so we are capable to 
provide a clear cut boundary among the 
classes, objects and relationships (among 
classes) which increase the clarity and 
cohesion. Definition of relationship can be 
improved, removed or replaced without 

affecting the participating classes. This 
separation of classes and relationship 
reduces the program’s coupling because 
although the relationship may be coupled to 
participants, they themselves are not coupled 
to the relationships. This helps in increasing 
the reusability of classes and objects without 
disturbing their relationship. 
 
2. RELATIONSHIPS   

 
 Relationship can be understood by 
considering the example of customer and 
banks. Banks has account holders as 
customers group of employee to manage the 
accounts. Graphically the relationship 
among various entities for this relationship is 
show in Fig.1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Works for 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                            *Manager 
 
 

Worker  * 
 

Fig. 1 Simple UML Diagram showing Relations among Classes for a Bank. 
 

 Here the class Account_Holder 
represent the group of persons who has an 
account in a bank. Each account holder is 
differentiated by Acc_No. Name, Ph_no and 
address attributes. Bank is identified by its 

code and name. A person can have more 
than one account but in different banks. 
Each employee in the bank is identified by 
its ID and Name. Employee class has 
relations among themselves since a  worker 
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works under his manager and so on. 
Relationship can be represented by pairs 
(A,B) and (E.B) where (10,Ram,011,XYZ) € 
(2046, SBI) if Ram has an account in SBI. 
Similarly (245,Shyam) € (2046, SBI) if 
Shyam is working in the bank SBI. Here 
Ram and SBI are said to be the components 
of relationship. Fig 2. 
 
Class Acc_Hodler{ 
   int SSN; 
   string Name; 
   int Ph_No.; 
   string Add; 
HashSet<Bank> Has Account; 
void New_Permitted_Acc(Acc_Holder A){ 
   if(A.total_no_acc()<3) 
   { 
     Has_Acc.add(A) 
      B.Has_Acc.add(this); 
   }} 
int  total_no_acc() 
{ 
  int total=0; 
  for(Bank B : Has_Acc) 
   { 
      total=total+B.Acc_no; 
      return total; 
   }} 
} 
Class Bank{ 
  int code; 
  string Name; 
  strucute SSN_AccNo; 
 

Hashset<Acc_Holder> Has Account; 
Hashset<Employee> Works for; 
Void close_Acc(Acc_Holder A) 
{ 
  Has_Account.remove(S); 
} 
} 

Class Employee{ 
  int ID; 
  string Name; 
  HashSet<Bank>. Works In; 
  HashSet<Employee> works Under; 
} 
 
Fig. 2. Language Based Implementation of Fig. 1. 
Member Functions are omitted for simplicity 
 
 Anatomy of classes Acc_Holder, 
Bank and Employee as per object oriented 
style are shown in Fig.2 Each class boundary 
includes the easy declaration of data 
members(attributes) and signature for 
dependent methods. For the sake of 
simplicity only basic attributes and 
calculations are included. Each class also 
include the instructions which reflect the 
dependency among the classes. These 
include, for example, the data structure to 
reflect the bank of an account holder as well 
as employee detail of the bank etc (& vice- 
versa). whilst ensuring that the complete 
data structure remain consistent and correct. 
On considering the UML notation4 of  three 
classes and their relationship in Fig. 1 we 
found that the classes and their attributes can 
be transferred in to object oriented language 
but relationship do not. Instead, their 
implementation is spread across the 
participating classes which are more distant 
from the original UML as a result. Clearly 
there is also asymmetry here.  
 A major identified problem 
reflecting form Fig. 2 is that the participating 
classes are infected with code and data 
structure of embedded relationship. It will 
make the classes much larger, less cohesive 
and more complex than they otherwise need 
to be. Care is needed to ensure that both 
participants keep the relationship consistent. 
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At this stage change in any relationship 
make it compulsory to make changes in both 
components under participation. This 
approach will become very cumbersome for 
the large programs or for the program in 
which dependency among classes is on 
higher side. For example the dependency 
among acc_holder and banks is mainly 
through Acc_No. and it is used for almost all 
transaction in the bank. Any change in the 
relationship Has_Account will cause the 
modification on both side and it reduces the 
reusability of acc_holder and bank class. 
Similarly self relationship in employee class 
will cause changes on both ends against any 
modification. 
 
Bank SBI(2046)= new Account (……..); 
Acc_Holder Ram = new Acc_Holder 
(……..); 
SBI(2046).add (Ram); 
 for (Acc_Holder X : SBI (2046) : 
Has_Account) { 
 System.Out.Println (X + “is opened”);  
 } 
 

Fig. 3. Shows how the implementation of 
Fig. 2. might be used. 

 
class Acc_Holder { 
 
 int SSN, Ph_No; 
 string Name, Add; 
} 
Class Bank{ 
int code; 
string Name; 
struct SSN_AccNo; 
} 
 Aspect Has_Acc extends 
  SimpleStaticRel<Acc_Holder, Bank>{ 
    int t_No_Acc(Acc_Holder A) { 

    int  total=0; 
   for (Bank B : from (A)) { 
    total= total + B.Acc_No; 
} 
rertun total; 
} 
void add (Acc_Holder A, Bank B) { 
 if  (t_Acc_No (A) < 3 ) Bank.add (A,B); 
}} 
 Aspect Works For extends 
  StaticRel<Bank, Employee, Amount> {} 
 
Fig. 4 Implementation of Fig. 1 with relationship 
Aspects. Details of functions are omitted for 
simplicity 
 
 
Bank SBI204 = new Account (………..); 
Acc_Holder RAM = new Acc_Holder (……..); 
Has_Account.aspectof(). Add(RAM,SBI 2046); 
for (Acc_Holder X: Has_Acc.add (SBI 2046)) 
system.out,println (X + “is opened’); 
 
Fig. 5. Illustrating how the implementation of Fig. 4. 
might be used. 
 
 
3.   IMPLEMENTATION OF  
     RELATIONSHIP AS ASPECTS 
 

 Relationships are modeled explicitly 
as aspects known as Relationship Aspects. 
Aspects are natural fit for modeling 
relationship. Relationships are not build as 
classes, rather they are separate concerns 
that may cross cut several participating 
classes. It is clear from Fig. 2  that 
relationship implementations often cross cut 
their participating classes’ code if needed 
they can also be implemented as separate 
(additional) class. The two approaches 
differs in their implementation detail- a trade 
off for performance over storage, as 
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introducing fields give faster lookup, but 
require space in all instances of the class. 
Relationship aspects abstract away these 
details, ensuring code belonging to the 
relationship is always centralized, regardless 
of what implementation is chosen3. 
 Aspect design for relationship 
provide  a uniform interface for 
manipulating the relationship (navigating, 
removing and adding participants) allowing 
relationship implementations to be 
interchanged without effecting client code. 
The basic idea of implementation is shown 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. These figures show that 
the extra code and data structure required to 
implement the relationship are removed 
from acc_holder and bank making these 
classes easily  implement-able  in UML 
design. After this, relationship aspects 
Has_Account, Works_for  which correspond 
directly to relationship are added in the 
design of Fig. 1. 
 

 A simple static relationship from 
Acc_Holder to Bank is declared as 
“Has_Acc”. This is a many-to-many 
relationship where an Acc_Holder can open 
an account in at most 3 banks. Our 
declaration extends a generic Aspect/J 
aspect (SimpleStaticRel) from standard 
library5, supplying Acc_Holder and Bank for 
its generic parameters. Since “static” 
relationship is being implemented, fields and 
methods used in implementation will be 
embedded directly into Acc_Holder and 
Bank class, which ultimately gives the 
almost hand coded version of Fig.2 (see 
sec.3) 
 Operation for open, close of a bank 
account have been replaced by standard 
methods for manipulating relations such as 
ad() and remove(), implemented through 

relational aspects. Aspect relationships are 
accessed via from() and to() methods, where 
from returns the bank name in which user 
opens the account. Similarly to() function is 
used to return the acc_holder of a bank. 
 It is really reflected from Fig 4. that 
the advantage of relationship aspects is 
related with separating out the relationship 
concerns. In original implementation (Fig.2) 
Acc_Holder and Bank class are highly 
coupled – 100% dependency on each other. 
In aspect implementation the dependency 
among classes is totally removed, making 
the reusability of classes possible. Now the 
code for checking the applicability of  user 
to open an  account si separate rather than 
embedded or spread over the existing class; 
it helps to make the program more clear, as 
this code is relevant only to the relationship, 
rather than any of the participant class. The  
implementation method is also easy as more 
relationship can be added, removed of 
modified with ease. There is a need to make 
change in Has_Account  relationship it is to 
be implemented  via Hashmap to include 
efficient enumeration of all permissible pairs 
of Acc_Holder and Bank. 
 

 The implementation in Fig.2 give 
the substantial results – code from both of 
the involved classes is removed engineered 
into new class. In Fig. 4 works for 
relationship is implemented as a static 
relationship (StaticRel). There is a slight 
difference from simple relationship in a way 
that a third type parameter specifies the class 
and used to represent pair of objects – and 
hence individual pairs can be objects in their 
own right. In the discussed example, 
Amount is a pair which in addition to storing 
Bank and Employee, stores a value 
representing the salary of an employee in the 
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bank. As per UML terminology this 
corresponds to an association class. 
 
4.  EXPECTED ASPECT LIBRARY FOR  
     RELATIONSHIPS 
 
 Here we are proposing a library for 
Relationship Aspects which can be used by 
programmers as and when required. It is 
supposed to include the static as well as 
dynamic implementation for a wide range of 
relationships. This section stress on 
exploring the design of the library focusing 
particularly on the relationship interface 
implemented through library. 
 
Design of Relationship 
 

 Here the centric point of discussion 
is the interface of relationship. In following 
discussion interface is represented as a set of 
pairs<Taken From, Given To> such objects 
T & G are related if <t,g> is in the set. The 
type parameter Taken From and Given To 
represent the permissible types of t & g. The 
third type parameter P, determines the actual 
type of the individual associations, and must 
extend  Pair<Taken From, Given To>. The 
benefit of using third type parameter P is 
that it allows us to treat individual pairs as 
objects, and hence can modeled in UML 
style association classes9. 
 
Interface Relationship <Taken From, Given 
To. P extends Pair <Taken From, Given 
To>> 
 { 
    Public void add(P); 
    Public void remove(P); 
    Public Set<P> toPairs (GivenTO t); 
    Public Set <P> from Pairs (TakenFrom f); 
    Public Set <TakenFrom> to (GivenTo t); 

Public Set <GivenTo> from (Taken From f); 
………… 
….……. 
..………. 
} 
Interface Pair<Taken From,Given To>{ 
 Pubic TakenFrom from(); 
Public GivenTo to(); 
} 
 

 It is clear from the above interface 
that a programmer add state and behavior to 
its own Pair subclasses; pairs like Has_Acc 
do not need this extra behavior for 
relationship like this we provide Simple 
Relationship that does not require any extra 
explicit Pair type parameter. Interface for 
Simple Relationship is designed as:  
 

Interface SimpleRelationship<Tf,Gt 
extends Relationship <TF,GT,FixedPair<TF,GT>>{ 
  public Boolean add(TF f, GT t) 
  public Boolean remove (TF f,GT t); 
} 
 

 In context of simple relationship 
pairs are instances of Fixed Pair, which is a 
find class containing just two final fields 
holding the Taken From and Given To 
references making them immutable. This 
implementation makes the simple 
relationship free from the burden of having 
to store pairs explicitly – although they must 
still be generated when any of toPairs() or 
fromPairs() are called. Hence the use of 
simple relationship benefit from leaving the 
Pair implementation upto the particular 
underlying relationship aspect []. this all is 
not possible for general relationships with 
user defined pairs. 
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 Above discussed Relationships are 
bi-directional in nature. For any given Taken 
From instance tf, it is possible to get the 
GiveTo instance it is associated with through 
takenfrom(f). Likewise for a given GivenTo 
instance gt, we can get its Taken From 
instances via gt(t).Thus, takenfrom() enables 
forward traversal, while givento() gives 
backward traversal. 
 
4.1 Static Relationship  
  
 Static relationship is used in the 
program to reflect the situations where 
relationship will persist for the long duration 
in the program or for the relationship which 
are rarely affected by the user input at run 
time. Suggested interface in library can 
support arrange of static relationship aspects. 
By using library the programmer can 
implement a relationship which cross cut the 
participants simply by extending a library 
aspect, such as StaticRel<TakenFrom, 
GivenTo>, without modifying the 
participants in hand. Basic static relationship 
is defined as: 
 

aspect StaticRel <TakenFrom, GivenTo, P 
extends Pair<F.T>> implements the 
Relationship <Takenn From, GivenTo P>{ 
  interface Fwd<Arg> { } 
  interface Bwd <Arg> { } 
  declare parents : F implements Fwd<P>; 
  declare parents : T implements Bwd <p>; 
  Hash Set <X> Fwd.fwd = new Hash Set <X> (); 
  Hash Set <X> Bwd.bwd = new Hash Set <X> (); 
 
   Public void add(P t){ 
 
  t.from ().fwd.add (t); 
  t. to ().bwd.add(t); 
}} 

 As per the above discussed StaticRel 
and Interface it is being clear that it is a 
generic aspect with a condition that its type 
parameters must match with those of 
Relationship Interface. Here the Fwd() 
declared to reflect the effect of a class on all 
the derived classes in the model. Similarly 
situation hold for Bwd(). 
 
4.2 Dynamic Relationship 
  
 Dynamic Relationships are used to 
managed the situation where run time 
parameters are responsible for (or take part 
in) change in direction of execution of the 
program. For example 
 
  class HashRel<TF,GT,P extends Pair <TF,GT>.> 
     implements Relationship <Taken From, Given To, P> { 
      private HashMap <TF,HashSet<P>>fwd; 
      private HashMap <GT,HashSet<P>>bwd; 
        ……….. 
        ….……. 
 } 
  
 In comparison with Static 
Relationship it is clearly reflecting that 
because of parameters in HashRel  this 
implementation is more closer to the user i.e 
it provides the freedom to execute the 
program as per user’s given values. 
 
4.3 Special Relationship 
 

 Though we have discussed some 
new ways of defining the Relationship 
which exist among the classes , but still the 
basic types of relationships exist in parallel 
to the new definitions. Rather it is not 
possible to complete the task in UML 
modeling without a reference to various 
types of relationships3. So for the sake of 
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including the basics of type of relationship 
we are discussing here the alternatives 
available for relating the classes together. 
 
4.3.1   Uni-Directional Relationship  
  

 As the name reflects this type of 
relationship is used when only one 
directional movements are required, or we 
can say that when one participant is totally 
dependent on another participant. It is used 
frequently in UML notations4 for 
comparatively less complex models. 
 
4.3.2 Multi –Relationship   
  
 This type of relationship is used 
when identical pairs are involved in the 
definition. Sometimes it is better to use the 
term bag6 of pairs rather than set of only 
participant. In our discussed example this 
relationship exist when a person request for 
opening a new bank account. At this 
moment the check about the existing bank 
accounts (at most 3) for the user are checked 
and the condition is permitted a per check 
only then the account gets opened otherwise 
not. 
 
4.3.3  One – to - Many  Relationship:  
 
 This type of relationship exists when 
for a given value of a parameter there may 
exist more than one value of another 
parameter. This type of existence of more 
than one value is represented by * on the 
linked line with box of entity which ma y 
have many values. This type of relationship 
is also considered as a simplified version of 
many-to-many relationship6. 

All of the discussed types of 
relationships are easy to implement as and 

when required with the new definition of 
Relationship discussed in this paper. 
 
5.  REUSABILITY 
 
 This is one of the most important 
term for which the programmer and designer 
of the day are struggling. AOSD provide the 
support to a great extent for reusability8. Our 
discussed methods also support the 
reusability (defining relationship as aspect). 
The defined common Relationship’s 
interface makes it easier to reuse the code. 
This all become possible since client code 
interchange is not required for 
implementation. Up-to extent reusability has 
some drawbacks in context of original 
reusability of code (without inheritance). 
 
Interface Design 
 

 This is one of the important issue 
and require the proper care since the use and 
implementation is possible only if design is 
user friendly. Keeping in view the easiness 
of use we try to include the key operation in 
the relationship. The whole discussed design 
can be implemented in the form of dll library 
or API’s. The header file implementation is 
also possible but this form causes the more 
memory requirements. The performance 
issue related with a common code depends 
on the different implementations2, hence we 
try to device some common interface that 
allows implementation to be changed 
without affecting the rest of the program. 
Because of incompatibility of a Relationship 
(our deign) with existing interface (package, 
collection, structure)1. We try to build them 
fundamentally different then the collections. 
Some commonly found difference among 
relationship and collections are: 
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relationships are aspects not classes, by 
default they are considered as bi-directional 
rather than uni-directional, their 
implementation often cross-cuts multiple 
participating classes. 
 

 We try to improve the design of 
collection of interface (called library) mainly 
where complex declaration are required to 
initialize the relationship aspects. Various 
type of aspects – uni-directional or bi-
directional, static or dynamic in nature, one 
–to-many or many-to-many and specifically 
other variants on relationships such as 
applying index either by insertion order or 
by attribute of participating objects – 
demands a separate abstract aspect 
implementation  and that implementation is 
named separately in the aspect declaration. 
Proper naming conventions may be used 
specifically to separate out the “standard” 
relationships from the “simple” relationships 
used in the same program. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
  
 All of the existing programming 
languages no doubt provide a number of 
programming styles both for object oriented 
as well as procedure oriented pattern but still 
they are very far from the future needs of a 
program. The latest emerging trends i.e 
Aspect-Oriented Programming is providing 
some better alternates for good 
programming.. Taking a step ahead than 
object oriented programming the discussed 
work in this paper provide new means for 
define and use of Relationships  among 
classes. This ultimately helps to show how 
aspects can raise the level of abstraction for 
given data structure i.e by separating the 
relationship as aspects. This implementation 

will definitely help to enhance the clarity 
and straightforwardness in program’s code. 
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